RUNNING RACE, INFIERI2019, HUST CAMPUS, May 2019

Winner (Men category): Lorenzo Bellizzi (INFN-Pisa, IT)

Second (Men category): Prof. Jesus Marco (CSIC, SP)
Third (Men category):
Patrick Freeman (Birmingham University, UK and USA)
Yiqing Ling  (PETLAB, HUST, CN)
Marvin Kuhn (Neuromed IRCCS, IT & University of Applied Sciences RheinMain, DE)
Thorben Quast (Rheinisch Westfälische Tech. Hoch., RWTH, DE)
Leonidas do Prado (IRFU-CEA, Paris Saclay, FR & IFT-UNESP, BR)
Pablo Diez Valle (CSIC, SP)
Fernando Aguilar (IFCA-CSIC, SP)
Kewei Wu (IHEP, CAS, CN). .. qui va piano va sano va lontano...
James Gooding (University of Liverpool, UK) and Md Rasedujjaman (Aix Marseille University, FR and Bangladesh)
Md Rasedujjaman (Aix Marseille University, FR and Bangladesh)
Second (Women category)
Lara LLoret Iglesias (CSIC-IFCA, SP) & Jesus (again!)
Third (Women Category):
Lisa Benato (Hamburg University, DE and Italy)
Oussama Djedidi (Aix Marseille University & LIS, FR and Algeria)
Xinyu Li (PETLAB, HUST, CN) and Jesus (once more again!!)
Emanuele Antonecchia (PETLAB, HUST, CN and Italy),
Ramon Nepomuceno (UNICAMP, Campinas, BR)

And a few more missing among whom the winner in Women Category Chao Yong (China) and Celia (Spain)

Thanks to send me the missing photos and names to update this file (aurore)